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I N T R 0 D U C T I 0 N. 
During the last ten or rifteen years much work 
has been done w1 th a view to ascertaining the 
influence of substituents on the physical and chemical 
properties of a parent compound. The result of all 
these investigations shows that a definite influence 
is at work which is displayed in pr.operties so widely 
different as benzene substitution, dielectric constant, 
electrolytic dissociation, velocity of reaction and 
optical activity. This general polar effect, as it 
has been called by Robinson (Ann. Rep. Chern. Soc., 
1922, p.98), is also sometimes referred to as an 
I inductive effect (J. J. Thomson, Phil. Mag., 1923, 
46, 497; Ingold, Ann. Rep. Chem. Soc., 1926, p. 140). 
The general polar effect of substituents is supposed to 
propagate itsell in two ways, firstly, as a space 
effect, and secondly by means of a general shirt or 
the valency electrons along the chain of atoms toward 
an e l ectronegative a tom or group such as chlorine, 
and away~ an el ectropositive one like methyl. 
From a comparison of the properties of substituted 
compounds t he common substi tuents have been arranged 
... . . ~ .. 
. . ,. . 
2 . 
in the series 
N08 , 002 H, halogens, OMe , H, Me, N(Me) 2 , NH2 , 
passing from the strongl y e lectronegative groups at 
one end through hydrogen to those of strongly electro• 
positive character at the other. The sequence or t he 
1
groups i n the above series may be derived, for example, 
from the dissocia tion constants of aliphatic acids, 
a property WhiQh i s g enerally assumed to be directly 
!dependent on the degree or electronic displacement. 
In this connection the rollovling table may be quoted 
I 
tor t he dissociation constants or the mono-substituted 
acetic acids (cr. Landolt-Bornstein's Physikalisch 
Chemische Tabellen, 1923 ). CHaX•COOH. 
TABLE I. 
IX N08 COOH Cl Br I OCH0 H CHa NH8 
~ - 0 •161 o•l55 o•l38 o·o75 o•o33 o·oo2 o•oo141 o·o9 34 
I 
In propionic acid CH0 •CH8 •COOH the electron Shift due 
to the substituent is supposed to be away from t he 
bet hyl group , whereas i n monochloracetic acid it is in 
1t he opposite dir ection CH2 •cl •OOOH . This explains 
t he fact tha t chloracetic acid has a much great er 
~issociation constant than propionic acid, since the 
k thdrawal of el ectrons from the carboxylic group 
would be expected to promote ionisation by facilitating 
·I 
3 . 
the transfer of an el ectron from the hydrogen atom to 
the adjacent oxygen. The above series accords well 
with the views of FlUrschei m (J.c. s., 1909, 95, 718) -
on dissociation constants, which he states are 
!dependent for a given solvent on two factors, namely, 
(a) The dissociation constant is directly pro-
portional to the force \rlth which the negative electron adheres 
to the acidic radical. This force mai nl y depends on 
the polar na ture of the acidic radical, whioh again 1~ 
affected by the polar nature of the subst1tuents, 
t he more electronegative these ar~ the greater that 
.force becomes. 
(b) The dissociation constant is inverselz pro-, 
J}ortional to the force with wb1ch hydrogen is linked 
to the acidic radical. This chie.fly depends on the 
amount of a:ff1n1 t y which tha atom to which the 
hydrogen is linked can place at the latter•s disposal . 
This amount i s variabl e arxl depends on the foroe with 
which the substituents are linked to the molecule 
and on their iOsition~ 
With few alt erations the s ame series was 
obtained by 8. c. J . Olivier (Reo . Trav. Ohim., J923, 
' 
42, 516 , 775} i n his examination of nucl ear aub-
stituents on the mobility of chlorine in a side chaina 
by measuring the rate of hydrolysis of the substituted 
I 




Rate of.' HydrolSsis of o-, m~ and p-~ubstituted 
enz:yl chior! s. 
Velocitz constants, 1 
the constant ol J 
~eHsi~~~~ ·tn: Se!'n~ EU· I 
eg.U'a. 0 I lii Eon I 
cases. 
Substituent k X 103 3 t = 30 t = 83 30 . k8 3 x 10 
p - OMe 1'0400 164'00 9•40 10'60 
o- OMe 0•5500 75'00 4•95 4•84 
m - OMe 0'1440 21'60 1'30 1'39 
I c.,u. •.CH, ·Cl 0'1110 l.s ·so 1'00 1·-oo 
p - 01 0 ' 0520 9•60 0•468 0'620 
o - C1 - s•so - 0'355 
m - 01 0'0152 3•48 o •137 0'23'7 
p .. Bl' o•o457 7'80 0'412 0'500 
o - Br 0'0236 4'44 0•213 0'286 
m - Br 0•0147 3'34 o ·1a2 0'215 
p - I 0•0414 7•40 0'373 0•447 
0 - I 0'0248 4•45 0'223 0'287 
m - I 0'0152. 3'11 0'137 0'201 
m - COOH 0'0189 3'79 0'170 0'245 
p .. QOOH o•o121 2'66 0•109 0'165 
m - N08 o~ooa3 1•40 0 "0570 0•090 
o- N08 0'0052 1•30 0'0468 0'084 
p - N08 o·oo49 1'15 0'0442 o•o74 
' 
5 . 
Betti (Gazzetta, 1923 , 53, 424) f i rst showed -
t he remarkable parallel ism between the infl uence of 
substit uents on optical activity and dissoci ation 
constants i n his examination of the Schiff ' s bases 
of the type - H 
C8 H6 - C - N = 
' C10H0 0H 
CH-<==> 
prepared by condensi ng the 
ct -~ -naphtholbenzylamine, 
optical l y active base 
R 
I 
C6 H15 - C ... NH2 , with 
C1 0H,8 0H 
benzaldehyde, and a number of substituted 
benzaldehydes. 
The dissociat ion constants quoted wer e those of the 
benzoic acids der1vvd from these substituted 
benzaldehydes. 
TABLE I I I. 
[ MJn Al dehzde . Employed. k x 106 for 
aerivedac!d • .... 
+26'76 p-di methyl amino-benzoic 1·o 
+150'7 veratric 3•6 
+1220 vanillic s·o 
+1154 anisic aeid 3•2 
+1049 p-hydroxybenzoi c ~P9 
+894 o-methoxybenzoic a·o 
+746 eumini c s·o 
+691 p-toluic 5•1 
6 . 
TABLE III. (cont.) 
[Ill ] D k )( 105 for 
Aldehyd.e Employed. <Ier1ve6. acrd. 
+589 protocatechuic 3•3 
+504 m-toluic 5•1 
+373 benzoic 6 •0 
+363 m-hydroxybenzoio 8 • 7 
+282 p-chlorobenzoic 9 •3 
+256 m-chlorobenz oic 15•5 
+20'7 p-n1trobenzoic 39 •6 
+168 m-nitrobenzoic 34•5 
-85•'/ salicylic 102'0 
-128 o-chlorobenzoic 132 "0 
-326 o-toluio 12*0 
-766 5-nitrosalicylie aso·o 
- 991 o·nitrobenzoic 616•0 
'From a study of the above table we find that 1n the 
case of the para compounds the influence of the sub-
power 
stituents on the rotatory/ and on dissociation con-
s tants gives rise to t he same series, but the series 
do not agree so closely in the ortho compounds. In 
the latter case, however, t here 1s also the possibili~y 
of a space effect (ef. page 12 ) 
.. 




p-Oompounds. [ni) D N02 < Cl < H < OH3 ( ( OH, OCH 3 ) <N( CHJ ) 8 
k NOs> 01 > H > OH3 > ( OCH 3 ,0H)) N(CH3 ) 8 
a-Compounds [M]D N02 <CH3 <Cl <OH < H < OCHe 
k NOs> Cl > OH > CII.,> OCH3 :> H 
Berlingozzi (Gaz~ . Chim. Ital., 1927, 5~, 814; 
Atti. R. Acad. L1ncei~, 1928, 6, 7, 925) obtained a - -
s1m11 ·1r correspondence between optical activity and 
dissociat ion constants With certain derivatives ot 
aspa~asine such as p-nitrobenzyl asparagine 
1 NO~ CO- NH - CH- OOOH Such a correspondence 
I 
I CH~·CONH2 
has a lso been shown to exist among the optically 
lactive es ters of monosubstituted acetic acids quoted 
11n Table IV (Rule and eo-worke~s, J.o.s., 1925, 127, -
2188; 1926, 3202). Approximately the sane order of 
tho groups is found to represent their influence on 
the velocity of a number of cllem1ea1 reactions and on 
the dielectric constants of aroma tic and aliphatic 
compounds (Rule and Paterson, J.C.S., 1924,. 125, 2155; -
'Errera, Compt. Rend~, 1926, 182, 1623). -
The interest which at present centres 
around the dielectric constant arises from the fact 
that a theory, based on the work of Debye and 
· ~ J. J. Thomson (Phil. Mag . , 1923, !2,, 513) , has been 
·advanced whereby it is possible to trace the 
..  
8 . 
connection between the constant and certain structurai 
properties of the mol ecule. This theor;,r assumes that 
the electrical centre of the electrons in a molecule 
(analagous to the centre of ~nvity) does not 1n 
general coincide with the electrical centre o:f the 
positive atomic nuclei . The distance between thes e 
poles mUltiplied by the total elect .ric Charge of either 
s i gn ia termed t he dipole moment of the compound . 
This elect~ical doublet, or dipole , the magnitude of 
which can be ealcula:~ed from Debye ' s formula r e l ating 
to dielectric constant and refractivity,, is a 
charactez·1st1c of the substituent group and l argely 
independent of the hyd.rooe.Pbon radical to which it is 
attached. By making use of Tho~son's suggestion 
(loc, cit.} r e lating to the dielectric constants of 
disubstituted benzenes it has been found possibl e to 
·· arr ange aubstituents into two classes according to the 
manner in which the dipoles are linked to the parent 
compol.Uld, In the case of a disubstituted benzene 
containing groups of similar type , Thomson predicted 
' · t hat the influence of the two groups on t ho dielectric 
co.1ptant increases the value in the ortho co!·1pound U and decreases it in the p ara 0 . If the 
S ~!ltituen ts aro of the opposite type t he r ever se will 
}).old . From results obtained by Smyth, (J. Amer. Chem-
Soc., 1927, 49, 1038) Hojendahl and Williams , with 
9 . 
disubs t1tuted benzene derivatives i t follows that 
dipoles due to N08 , COOH, Cl, Br, O:Me are or the 
s rumo sign, Yfuilst those due to CH0 , NR2 a~e of t he 
opposite sign. Since the · dipole due to NOa must be 
in the d irection of its semi-polar double bond 
these results are taken as establishing permanent 
electron shifts in the directions:-
which are the s~e as that deduced by Robinson and 
Ingold (loc. cit.) for the inductive displacement 
from aromatic substitution d:ata. 
·<f' 
I 
A comparison of the dipole moments of 
substituent groups reveals the close agreement betweem 
the ir magnitude (D.M, ) and other chemical md physical 
properties of eornpounds, as ~AY be seen from a study Tf 
t he ·t'ollowing table r el ating to monosubstituted aceti~ 
acids X •CE£2 ·cooH.® 
TABLE IV./ 





X D.M. k of acid [M]~
0 
for £-Menthyl and t-oetyl 
· Esters Esters 
. . 
IN (CH0 ) 8 +1•4 
-18 1•3 X 10-1C -157 •1 x 10 e .s.u. -
H - 1•8 X 10-S 157 •4 -11•8 
CH0 +0"4 " 1•4 tT 160 "2 -13•0 
COOH -o·9 n 160 II 160•2 -
OC8 H6 - 23 " 160•6 -
OCH3 -1·2 " 33 " 165•0 -16•3 
OH .. 1•7 n 15 n 165•o (at ... 
. 94°0) 
Br - 1·5 " 138 It 169•0 -se•a 
Cl -1·5 
,, 
155 II 17l•.o -17•9 
CN - 3 ·8 n S7{) n 174•0 
From an examinat ion o5: the ..l-menthyl (I) and 
see-p -octyl ( II) est e r s o f various subst1tu·i;ed benzoic acids it 
has been Shown (Cohen, J.c. s., 1914 , l OS, 1892; Rule, Miles and -
MaeGi l l:lvray, J.c. s., 1929, 2276 ) that tho 1nf'luence cf ortho-
substituent s i s as ~ollows : 
I !10~ > OOOH > NHa > OH > H > I > Mo > Br > NMe2 > 01 > OMe 
II N03 > COOH > H, OH> lt!e > Br > Cl> I > OMe > NMe 2 > NH8 
... 
On the ?Alol e, these groups ax•e here ar~anged i n t he general polar 
ser1os, except that OJ~e a.!d the halogens ('which raise the 
rota t ion of the acetic ester s ) produce an aonormal effect 1n 
. 
11 . 
the ortho position, resulting in a lowering of the 
of the r ota t ion. Amo11g t he l -mont hyl eoters the 
effect pr oduoad by oubstituents in t he p ... substituted 
benzoic acids is ver y small, t~e molecular rotations 
of ~wse compounds only vsry! ng alishtly from that o£ 
the unsbbs t 1 t uted £-menthyl benzoate. With the 
I se·o-{3 -octyl series , hovJever, t he general effect of. th~ 
p- subs t1tuents i s plainly visible. The f'ollow1.ng 
t able shows t he ~1tfluence of p- subst1tuents on the 
!rotation of octyl benzoatea (Rule , J.Q,s., 1928 , 178) J 
I 
I Ti\BLE v. 
OMe Cl Me E 
147 145"2 145 140 136 124 123•5 ~2 
~vmore tm order of t he groups agrees approximo. tely w1 th 
1that deduced f l"Om the r a t e of hydrolysis of p-subst1 t · !ted 
'benzyl chlorides (loo. cit.}, An i ncrease in the 
rotatory power of the benzoate, followtng on 
p- oubo t1tut1on by N 02 • Cl, or a similarly oriented 
dipole grouping , might have been anticipated from a 
knowledge of tbe rotatory powers of the substituted 
'aeetie esters. I n both oases the ~troduotion of 
the dipole Should result in a shift of the el ectrons 
away from the asynmetric a tom and hence to s1.milar 
12 . 
changes in rotation 
- + -+~~ 
Ol~COOCeH;a..? 
The abnormal lowering effect produce d by the gub• 
etituents Cl, Br, I , OMa, in the ortho position to thj 
carboxylic complex among the l-menthyl and sec-~-octyt 
esters of substituted benzoic acids is assumed to be 
due to the dipole grouping acting through space, 
instead of through the chain of o.tO!!lS. 
A close r el etionship al so exists between 
the influence of subetituents on the l-menthyl ani 
sec-~-octyl este~s of o-aubstituted benzoic acids and 
the maen!tude of tm directi ve power of the group on 
benzene substitution (Rule, J.o.s., 1924, 125, 1122). -
TABLE VI .• 






L •octyl 1-menthy1 
$ m .. % p . Subst. X series series. 
N02 -122° -381•0 93 0•4 
G02 H -( 90•117°} -332 76 1•2 
H - 77•8 - 239 
Me - 68•1 -231 3•1 41 
I -44•3 -23~ 66 
Br -49•2 -205 o·:s ~2 
Cl -47•1 -195 - 70 








lT.hese o-substituents Which raise the rotation of the 
jbenzoie esters are m-directi ve L"'l their effect on 
benzene substitution, While those which depress the 
.!rotation are o , p-directive. This powerful 1nf1uenee 
of o- substituents on the rotatory power of the benzoic 
esters i s also observed with the ortho-der1vat1ves of 
ex- and (3 -naphthoie acids (Rule, Bretscher am Spence, 
J.o. s ~~ 1928, 1493J. 1929, 2516}. 
TABLE VII. 
As may be seen from t b.e above , t ho i nfluence of t he 
methoxyl group i n position-2 1s similar to that in the 
benzoic es ters, whilst in position-4 the effect of' the 
-OMe appears to be of the general polar type as 1n the 
acetic and p-benzoic eaters. The position-a in the 
naphthoie derivative·a i s of great importance, as it 
affords strong evidence in favour of a spaoe e:ff'ect. 
If t he influence were transmitted through the chain 
t he rotation ought t o be near to that of t~ 
unsubstituted der1vat1ve 7 but i nstead we have a very 
Jxn.&rked dim1.nut1on 1n the rotatory power due to t he 
!subs tituent •OMe, and a large increase due to the - N08 
14. 
group1n1 This s1m1lari ty between peri- and ortho- compounds is 
also observed in their chemical behaviour, e. g., anhydride 
f or mation and steric hindrance. 
The powerful effect produced by ionisation on benzene 
substitution led Rule to postulate (J.o.s., 1927, 54) that similar 
well-marked changes tn the rotatory power ought to be observed on 
the introduction of ionisable compl exes into the molecule. When 
aniline is nitrated the NH8 group directs to the para and ortho 
' + 
positions, but when the substituent is present in the :form~3 , 
charged 
that is, as a positively/ ionic comp+ex (obtained by using aniline 
sulphate dissolved in e xcess of sulphuric acid) it is Chiefly the 
meta derivative which 1s :formed. Some of the results obtained for 
. . . 
the rotation of the l -menthyl am s~c-p-octjl benzoates containing 
. . 
, ionisable substituents (Rule abd eo-workers, J.c. s ~, 1~27, 54; 





I! ABLE VIII. 
·80 
[M]~4•1 foro-Substituted Benzoic Esters 1n Alcohol Solution. 
- ' + - + -
N=one OOOH GOON a NHa. NH3 0l NMe8 ~(Me)8Cl 
I 
- 239 - 345 •6 -260•5 (-313 ) -290 -250 -292 





As may be s~een, the ionisation produces a marked effect on the 





charge lowering the value. The abnormally high rotations of 
l - menthyl anthranilate m d l-menthyl salicylate have been ascribed to 
15. 
chelation (loc. cit.) which is assume d t o occur l ess 
readily with octyl es ters since we h ave a completely 
different t ype of s~ructure, viz., an open octyl chaih 
as compared with the rigid menthyl ring . Further 
evidence of the powerf ul e ffect of ionisation is 
shown by the reversal of sign undergone by many 
optically active acids and bases When converted into 
their s alts • Ionisation of t h e amino group in certa
1
n 
1 amyl alcohol derivatives also produces a well-marked 




Amll derivatives_ 0 5~1~ 
+ 
X ·NHB C02 H I Et Br 01 OMe I OR ' 
I 
[M] s 6e1 +11•2 +10•5 +11•17 +6•2 +5•6 +l•B +0 "41 - 5·1 
·."' ~ At t he one end of the s eries, which is of the general 
!polar t ype, we have the positivel y charged (e lectron 
+ 
attracting ) ionic complex NHa and at t he other the 
e l ectropositive (el ectron r epelling) amino group. 
[An examination of the !ariations undergone by act ive 
ami no acids i n alkaline , neutral, and acid solutions, 
supports the above views regarding the definite i nfluJnce 
!{. ·, of ionisation. 
'• . . . ' 
· .\..· 
~ · 




satura ted and unsaturated groupe, and 1n particular 
t he influence of phenyl groups, has been made by 
' 
Rupe , Hilditch, Frankland and others. Walden ( Zeit. 
physikal. Chem., 2Q, 569, 1896 ) discovered that a 
double bond in close proximity to the asymmetric atom l 
produces a powerful effect on rotation, while l a ter 
Frankland ( J .c .. s. , 1919, 101, 654) cohcluded t hat the 
presence of unsaturation leads to an irregularity in 
the rotatory effect and not necessarily to an 
increased rotation. 
An 1nfl uence of an apparently different typ 
was discovered by Frankland (J.c.s., 1899, 75, 368) -
in examining the molecular rotatory powers of a 
homologous series. Frankland observed that a 
periodic rise or fall in the rotation took place When 
the carbon chain contained five or a mu1tiple of f ive 
carbon atoms. This 11 growi ng chain effect 11 , which wa 
l ater examined by Pickard and Kenyon (J.c. s ., 1911, 
~; 46), was explained by Frankland as being due to 
t he chain returning upon itself, a view quite 1n 
accordance with Baeyer 's Strain Theory and t he 
commonly accepted views of stereochemistry. Similar 
conclusions were arrived at, for exgmple, by Pickard 
and Maenicol (J.c.s., 1923, 123, 14) 1n i nvestigating 
a seri es of octyl ethers and by Philips (ibid., p. 29) 
for the Ethers derived from benzyl methyl carbinol. 
.. · . 
. 
17 . 
A further investigation into the "growing chain effect'' 
has been car ried out in the case of the aliphatic 
menthyl e~ters (Rule, IIay and Paul., J.c.s.,. 1928, 134'f>• 
According to t he last authors, if the o-effeot in the 
benzoic eaters is transmitted through space, si~lar 
differences might be exhibited in the behaviour of 
growing chains pos ses s ing t erminal groups of different 
types, e.g. , t he carboxyl and alko.xy groups. They 
!examined the two series of optically active esters of l 
the ment hyl n-e.lkoxy acetates and the menthyl hydrogen 
esters of n-dicarboxyl1c acids. Their results appeaJ 
to show that the fifth carbon effect due to t he r e turn 
of the carboxyl group produces an opposite type of 
effect to tha t due to the return of the alkoxy group 
which is in agreement ?nth t he differences found for 
the o~substituted benzoic esters. 
When the phenyl group is displaced away 
from the asymmetric carbon atom in the t -menthyl 
eaters of aliphatic acids, its effect 1n increasing 
the rotation diminishes until it becomes less than 
tha t of an a.l.kyl group, and finally t he effect may 
even become negative. From the following table we 
see tha t the introduction of four methylene groups 
between the phenyl and menthyl groupings results in a 
big fall 1n the rotation, the greatest effect being 
observed at or about the fifth carbon atom • 
• . 
18 . 
Molecular Rotations of ,l - Menth:zl Esters 
(Frankland, loc. cit.). 
Ester [l·D n 
CH3 ·cooC19H1 e 146•2 ° 
CHaCH2 •COOC1 0H1 9 160•2 
CH3 • (CH2 ) 8 ' COOC19H1 G 1.56•9 
CHa(GH8 ).COOC10H1e 157•7 
CH~ (OH2 ) 8 'C00CloH1e 157•7 
C8 H6 •COOC10H18 236•5 
C8 H8 'CH2 •C00010H18 185•0 
C8 H5 •(CH8 ) 2 ·COOC10H18 168•4 
C6 H6(CH2 }6COOC10H1 a 107•0 
The molecular rotation at the 4th carbon atom (-107°) 
is very much lower than that of the average aliphatic 
ester (-157°) and this may be regarded as further 
evidence 1n f avour of a space effect, since a si~lar 
fall in rotation is observed when we introduce a 
phenyl group into the o-position in menthyl benzoate 
and Spence , J.c.s., 1928, 1493) 
- 201° (in 
be~ene) 
H:ence the introduction of a phenyl group into t he 
o-pos1t1on in the benzoate does not l ead to an 
increase in the rotatory power as might be expected 
·. 
19 . 
from its cyclic and conjugated unsaturated character, 
but has the usual depressing effect of an o,p-directive 
groupilg in this position. 
~Y.hen we examine the effect of substituting 
phenyl groups for the methyl hydrogen atoms 1n menthtl 
esters of acetic acid we observe the de.pressing 
effect of the unsaturated nucleus 1n the low rotatory 
power of t he tr1phenyl acetate (Rupe, Trans. Faraday 
Soc., 1914, 10, 46). -
[«Jn [MJn 
CH8 ·CH8 ·cooc10H1 ~ -75•51 -1¢0•2 
C8H8 •0H8 •C00010H18 -67•57 •185•1 
(C8He)8 CH•cooo1oH1e -66•70 -226•8 
- 3•44 - 14•6 (in (C8He >ac ·cooC1·eH1 ~ 
toluene) 
T.ne work of this thesis deals with the changes in 
the rotatory powers or esters and ethers of the type 
R ·o •COCH0 and R·•OCHa , which occur when· the hydrogen 
atoms of the methyl group are successively replaced 
by phenyl radicals. Deri va ti ves of ~ -menthol and 
sec-~-octy~ alcohol were examined 1n the greatest 
detail, but the triPhenyl subAtitu~ed derivative of 
{ 
d•borneol was also prepared for the purpose of 
comparison. The only complete example of this 
(,I 
kind quoted in the literature is tha t of the £-menthyl 
esters of mon~-, di•, and triphenyl acetic acids 
mentioned above. 
20 . 
E X P E R I M E N T A L. 
The active ~ -octyl alcOhol required tor 
this investigation was obtained by resolving the 
racemic f'orm by the method ot Pickard and Kenyon 
(J.c.s., 1907, aose1 1922, 2540). The ootr~ 
•• hydrogen phthalate had a rotatory power [«] 6 • 81 = 
±se•3 to ±se·s• (in alcOhol, c = 5), and gave a 
homogeneous octyl alcOhol with[aJ :!e1 = +9·6· - . 
The ~-menthol (B.D.H., "recrystallised") gave 
[a] ~0 = -49•75° 1n alcOholic solution (c = 10). 
21 . 
Triphenylmethyl -l-Menthyl Ether. 
(a) Triphenylmethyl chloride. 
A mixture of dry benzene ( 500 gm. ) and dr7 
carbon tetrachlor~e (175 gm.) was brought to the 
boiling point, and powdereQ. aluminium chloride (120 sk.) 
added 1n small amounts so as to keep the reaction 
mixture boiling. When all the aluminium chloride 
had been added, the reaction was completed by boiling 
I gently for an hour on the w:::ater-bath. On cooling, 
the mixture was poured on to crushed 1,ee and well 
stirred. The benzene layer was separated off, 
waShed with moderately concentrated hydroChloric acid, 
the acid removed by washing with water, and the dark 
green benzene solution dried over calcium chloride. 
The benzene was distilled off on the water-bath, and 
the residue, which solidified on cooling, was 
recrystallised from hot benzene, from which it 
0 separated in very f ine White needles, m.p. 110 • 
Yield, 100 gm. 
(Gomber g , Ber., 33, 3144, qu otes 105 - 110°). -
(b) Tr1phenylmethyl ~-Menthyl Ether (Schmidlin, Ber., 
45, 3188,~912). - . 
Well-dried triphenylmethyl chloride (14 gm.) 
was dissolved 1n pure dry iyr1d1ne (46 gm.), menthol (20 gm.) 
added, and t he mixture heated for four hours at 100° 
... 
22 . 
on an oil•bath. On cooling, the contents of the 
flask were poured into cold water (600 c-o-) and 
stirred vigorously, When a pale yellow oil was pre-
cipitated. 'l!h1s was washed three times with flilute 
hydrochloric acid to remove pyridine, and the 
resulting yellow solid was c11ssolved 1n ether. The 
ethereal layer after washing w1 t.ll moderat-ely cone-entr~ted 
hydrochloric acid to remove the last traces of 
pyridine, was allowed to stand over calci.um chloride.-
on removing the solvent, a pale yellow solid remained I 
v.h1oh was crystallised from hot ethyl alcohol •. 
Yield of pure ether, 15 gm., m. p. 136° r ( Sehm1.dl.1n, 
loo, cit., Pecords 135 - 136•) . The rotation 1n 
benzene (o = 5} was unchanged on further reerystallisa-
tion. 
Analzstsc 
Found: H = 8•52%, c = 8'1•54% 
C,e~a•O requires H = 8•54%, c = 87•44% 
Rotatory Power. 
T.he observed and molecular rotations are 
given in the ·table on the following page • 
Observed Rotations . 
Solvent c l (mm.) t•c a • ., •• a oee3 a &6e1 a •a&a I 
Benzene 5 •670 100 11 -5· 20 -6 · 7S •7•83 -13 •78 
Acet one 4 •624 100 18 •6 -4 •04 · 5 · 2'7 ·6·20 · 10•23 
Ethyl 
acet ate 4 •706 100 18 •5 -3•95 - 5·12 -6 •12 -9·76 
ro 
Molecular Rot ations. Vl . 
Solvent [M]e.,os [M] ~ eg& [M] ,.G.o:L [MJ.aee 
Benzene - 365 -473 - 550 - 968 
Acetone -348 -454 - 532 - 881 
Ethyl 
acetate - 335 -434 - 518 - 826 
\ 
24 . 
'1'1-iphenylme thyl t -~ -oe tyl Ether • 
This compound wae prepared: 1n a similar 
manner in th$ L .menthyl ether, using 10 gm, octyl 
alcohol, 9 gm, t.riphen'ylmethyl chloride, and 25 gm. 
of pJridine. After removing the excess ot octyl 
alcohol under diminished pressure a yellow sem1•sol1Cl 
mass remained1 Which deposited •err fine crystals on 
standing. These crystals were separated and found 
to melt at l59°C 1 which is the malting•point ot 
I 
triphenyl carbinol. The remaining liquid was dlatille4 
under reduced pree~e and the traction boiling at 
178° under 0 '28 mm. collected. I1' this e·ther 1a 
allowed to stand 1n contact with mo1at air a 
crystalline preaipitate of tripnenyl carbinol 
gradually appears. Yield of pure ether1 6 gm. 
Analzsis: 
Found: H c 8•59%, c = S7•oo~ 
Denei~ Determination. 
The density or the liquid was d~termined 
at 16•&•, tbe temperature at which the :rotation.e for 
the homogeneous liquid were measured. 
2.8· 6 
D 6 = 1•0262. 




The succeeding page contains a table 0-t 
the obs.erved and mol.ecular rotations. In order to 
see i.f the ether combined &ddi ti vely w1 th hydrogen 
chloride, th0 rotation of the tripneny~ethyl 
l - [3-oct yl ether in alcohol was ropeatedt using 
alcohol containing an equivalent of' hydrochloric acif• 
From the falling values obtained with the solution 1 
it was s een that hydrolysis was taking place, giving ! 
rise to L -octyl alcohol, and the solution had the 
stl..,ong odour of this alcohol on removal from the 
polarimeter tvbe. Owing to absorption no readings 




Solvent c l <nml•) to «e7t8 «oa ea <15.81 <X•aee 
Homogeneous ( D! 
8 
• 
6 = 1 • 026 2) 25 16•5 - +4•10~ +4•903 -
Alcohol 5 •714 100 16 •5 +0 •82 +1•110 +1•41 +2 •68 




1 8·5 18• G [ ] 18. s .. . U ] 1 e • & Solvent [U]e7 t8 [M] sao a M 5 6e1 },1 .3~8 
-
Homogeneous - +59•6 +71•1 -
A1cchol +54 +'12 +92 +175 
Benzene - - +4'7 +57 +104 
27. 
~iphenylmethyl d-Bornyl Ether. 
Since the d·borneol {f r om Brittsh Drug 
Houses, ttd.) probab1y contains a small amount of 
l•isoborneol, 1t was thaught advisable to purify it, 
and an attempt was made 1 following the method. of Ross 
and Somer-ville (J .c.s. ~ 1926, 2775) . The final product 
atter drying carefully gave [a]~· ;; •*-16 •3 in alcohol 
(c c 5), so t hat in the proaess of puri~ieation the 
product had become 1some~1sed, pr obably during the 
heating with zinc chloride. As the d-bornyl ether 
was only required to determine mat her t he triphenyl_. 
methyl derivative had ~~ abnoPmally low rot a t ion - as 
was found tor the l-menthyl e t her • the original borneol 
was used, for whieh [ttJt? ::: +30 •5 j.n alcohol (o :: 5 ). 
(Ross and Somerville, loc. o1t., quete [a]~8 ::: +37 •1 
in toluene (e ~ S) f or t he puri fied compound). The 
method of procedUre was similar to that for t he 
i-menthyl end .i-octyl e t hers, using 20 gm. d ... b orneolt 
14 g1r1. triphenylmet hyl chloride , and 46 gm .• pyridine -. 
The \tJhite crystalline solid obtai ned was rearyste.llised 
1 for methyl aleohol. Yiel d of ether, 10 gm. M. p. 11a•. 
Analys 1.~.· 
F'ound: H = 8•3o%, C = 8'7•65% 
C89H320 requires H = 8•15%, C = 87 •82% 
Rotatort Power. 
The observed and molecul ar rotations are 
given on the following page. 
ObaerYed Rotat ions 
Lcmm. ) t o I ·-Solvent c a e.,oa « s e ea «5..,.1 «•al5e 
Benzene 4 •952 100 19 +1•80 +2•37 +2•80 +4 •81 
(c=5 •l8) 
Et hyl 
acetat e 4 •514 100 19 +1•·07 +1 •88 +2 •20 +Z•84 
Acetone 4 •448 100 19 +1•23 +1 •78 +2 •15 +:5 •56 
ro 
(X) . 
Eolecular Rot ations. 
1 0 ]10 Solvent [tt]e., oa [M 6 8 Gl) [ I 9 
18 
I.l] 6 681 [M]43 Q..s 
Benzene 138 190 225 S85 
Ethyl 
acetate . 94 1 66 1 93 ~'7 
Acetone 109 l.59 191 31'1 
29 . 
D1phenylmethyl L•Monthyl Ether . 
(a) PreRar~t1on ot Ben&h~ol. 
Phenyl me.gnes1mn br omide was prepared by 
treating freshly-distilled br omobenzene with 
magnesium ribbon (wied f(fr four hours at 110 • 120° 
1n the a ir-oven ) in ether Whi ch had been dried over 
s odi um. Rreshly-dis tilled benzaldehyde was added 1n 
small amounts 1n ethereal solution and t he mixture 
well shaken . After all the benzaldehyde had been 
added the solid compound obt ained was decomposed by 
treating with concentrated hydroohlori.e acid, and the 
gr een ethereal layer separated off end dr~ed over 
anhy~ous potassium car bonat e . The ether V/f"lS 
dis tilled off on tbe ,_,ater-.ba.th and the solid COT1 po~ 
crystalli sed from hot l 1groin. M. p. 68°~ 
(Tschelinzef'f , Bex•.,. 37, 4539, quotes 6?0 .) 
{b ) Preparation of D1phenzlrn.eth:y:t; ehlo,r~~e . 
Pure dx7 benzhydrol (14 gill. ) was dissolved 
in dry benzene (100 c . c.) and some fused calcium 
chloride added to take up t he water produced i n the 
r eact ion. The solution was kept boiling g6ntly While 
a s trGam of dry hytirochlorie acid gas was passed inJ 
t he reaction being compl ete in about two hours. 
The benzene lnyer was separated from the calcium 
chloride, the solvent distilled ot t on the oil-bath, 
30 . 
and the retna1n1ng liquid distilled under reduced 
pressure. The colourless l iquid distill ing between 
155 - 15~0/12 =n. was collected. Yield, 1• gm. 
(c) Preparation of DiJ&enylmethzl L -month:rl ether. 
s odium (1•2 gm.) was &dded to excess or 
menthol (20 gm.) dissolved in toluene, e.nd. the 
mixture kept gently boiling until all t he sodium had 
disappeared. Diphenylmeth7l chloride (14 gm.), 
dissolved 1n toluene, was added, and the mixture 
boiled gently tor eight hours on an oil-bath a t 120°. 
The sodium mentholate reacted with the ehloro-compolmd, 
giving sodium ehlo~ide and the ether . A slow 
evolution of hydrochloric acid gas took pl ace , due 
t o the action of menthol on ~.iphenyl.methyl chlo!~ide. 
On cooling, the liquid was dissolved 1n ether, the 
ethereal l ayer wa~ separated from sodium ch loride on~ 
ncid by ~ashtng \nth water, ~d was t hen dried over 
calcium chloride . The other and toluene were 
d1ot111ed off and the excess of menthol removed by 
distillation under reduced prossure. The reddish-
yellow oil obtained soliditied on cooling, and was 
crys tallised i'rom hot methyl alcohol~ g1ving fine 
wbite needl es of the ether, m. p. 67°. Yi eld ot 
pure ether, 15 gm. 
Analzs is. 
Foundt H c 9•34%. 0 = 85•50% 
Ca&HaeO requires H = 9•38%, C = 85•64% 
31 . 
Rotaton Ponr. 
A table or the observed and molecular 
rotat1ona 1s g1Yen on the following page. 
Observed Rotations . 
Solven t c i(Imn.) to Cle7 o.a .0:~803 «ts6&1 0:4oese 
Benzene 5 •106 200 17 -J.s ·ol -19•87 -23·70 -41•15 
Et hyl 
acetate .s•o9o 2-00 17 - 13 •29 -17 •75 -21•10 • 36 •53 




Molecular Rotations . 
Solvent [r~~~~a [M] ~;9e [M] !:o:a. 0' 0 17 L1 •as s 
Benzene -4'14 -.62'1 -748 -1299 
Ethyl 
ace-tate -421 • 562 -668 -1157 
Acetone -412 -545 -650 -111'7 
33 . 
Di phenylmethyl l-~-octyl Ether. 
This compound was prepared 1n a similar 
manner to the menthyl ether, 'tll.ling potassium oatyloxide 
(obtained by dissolving 2 gm. potas sium i n 10 gm. 
oetyl alcohol contained 1n toluene) and d1phenylmeth~ 
chloride (15 gm.), Much di~ficulty was encountered 
during the preparation ~f the pure oetyl ether 1 
however, and it was onl~ atter a number of experinrents 
I had been carr ied out that au:fticient of this eompoun~ 
wa.3 obtained. 
I n t he preparation of this et~er i t wae 
found that on r emoving the excess of' octyl alcohol 
under dimini shed pres sure a cr7stalline solid wa~ 
deposited on the sides ot the flask. In the first 
experiment this solid also appear-ed i n the l i q1id 
after distillat ion. The·oe crystals Wt}re fii tered 
o~f 1 dried ou pot>ous plate, end found to melt bet ween 
215 and 220°, v:Jhieh indicated t hat the subst~ee migh~ 
I be t etr aphenyl-e thylene (m. p . 221 C)) , since diph.enyl• 
methyl chloride is known to decompose a t h:tgh 
temperatures to give tetraphenyl-ethylene and hydro-
chloz·1c acid:-
2(CeR0 ) 12 Gli ·c1 ~ (CaH15 ) 8 C = C(C0H6 ) 2 + ~21101 
The liquid dis tilling a t 16~0 /0 ~>1 nnn. from the .first 
preparation (pr eparation A) was collected, and this -
34 • 
•• ga'Ve a rotation a 15681 = -1·13 1n the homogeneoua 
state. On a single redietillatian the value rose tq 
Yield, 3 gm. 
A number of experiments were carried out varying the 
conditions, but without leading to better results. 
(B) Inactive oetyl alcOhol (13 gm.) was added to -
d1phenylmethyl chloride dissolved 1n pyridine (50 c,c.), 
and the mixture heated for some time. This method, , 
however, was d1scarded,as the diPhenylmethyl ohlorid 
reacted vigorously w1 th the tertiary base pyridine 
to g1 ve an additional compound. 
(I) In this experiment potassium octyloxic!le was -
added to diph~ny1methyl c~oride dissolved in ether, 
and the mixture heated for twenty•five hours at 
35 - 40° on a water•bath, but n·o yield whatever was 
obtained. 
(D) The reaction was carried out again under -
similar conditions to the fiJ;tat preparation, employ 
active potassium oetyloxide prepared tram 15 gm. 
f •(3-octyl alcohol and 1•'1 gm. potassium, but using 
a smaller proportion of diphenylmethyl chloride (7 gm.). 
The octyl ether obtained in t his case gave 1 
a::a1 = -10•02° 1n the homogeneous state, and sine~ 
this was widely different from that obtained in (A), 
a further amount was prepared under t he same 
conditions, The licp.id boiling at 202•5°/10 mm. 
35 . 
was collected and found to be of the same rotation 
as that trom the pre'Yious preparation D • The -
two yielda were mixed and purified. Yield ot pure 
ether, unchanged by further traetionation, 3 gm. 




The observed and molecular rotations are 
contained 1n the table on the following page. 
Observed Rotations. 
Solvent c !(mm. ) t o ae?oe « eaga ae•o~ a435 a 
Homogeneous (D!7 = 0 •9675) 25 17 -7·24 - 9 · 62 - 11•34 - 20.10 
Benzene 4 •369 100 . 17 !.1 •23 -1 · 53 - 1·82 -3 ·36 
Et hyl 
alcohol 6 •263 100 17 - 1·52 -1·92 - 2 · 29 -4•08 I ~ 
m . 
molecular Rotations . 
Solvent [MJ!:ee [M] !;eo [Li] !:.1 [uJ!!ee 
Homogeneous - 88 · 7 - 117 •7 -138•9 - 246 •2 
Benzene -83 - 103 •12S - 228 
Ethyl 
alcohol. - '72 - 91 - 108 -193 
. . ·. 
37. 
1-{3-0ctyl Benzyl Ether, 
Benzyl chloride was freshly distilled and 
the portion boiling at 175° collected. Fifteen 
grams were dissolved in toluene and potassium 
octyloxide (prepared from 2 gm. potassium and 11 gm. 
l -oetyl alcohol) added. The mixture was heated at 
110° on t he oil•bath ftr two hours, men the flask 
became filled with a white precipitate ot potassium 
chloride. This was filtered off and the toluene 
and excess of benzyl chloride di s tilled under 
diminished pres.sure. The benzyi oetyl ether sub-
sequently distilled over at a constant t emperature o~ 
154°/18 mm. Yield, 6 gm. The mixture of toluen~, 
benzyl chloride and ootyl alcohol which was collecte1 
befare the etmr distilled was treated With a gram 
or potassium, when a further quantity o.f 'benzyl octyJ 
ether was obtained boiling at 147•148°/12 mm. 
Total yield of pure ether, 10 gm, 
Dens15r Determination~ gave n:• ~ 0•8974 
Analy~is_ . 
Founds 
Rotatory Power . 
Observed and molecul ar rotations given on 
t he following page. 
Observed Rotations. 
Solvent c -l, (mm.) to «e.,oa «aeea Ct ts681 a• a a a 
Homogeneous <n:• = o•S974) 50 20 - 9 ·33 -12•24 -14•55 -24•56 
Benzene 5 •002 200 20 - -2·09 -2·67 -3·08 -5 --25 
Ethyl 




Molecular Rotations • 
•• [btJ::oa [uJ::.1 [ ] .. Solvent [M] e7oe 11 635 8 
Homogeneous -45•8 -60 •1 -71·3 --120 •4 
Benzene - 46 •0 -59 •0 -ss·o -116 •0 
Et hyl 
alcohol -42 •0 •54 •0 - 64•0 -109 •0 
39 . 
l-~-o~tyl Phenylaeetate. 
(a) Preparation of Phenylacet1~ aoi.c1. 
Freanly distilled benzyl cyanide (100 gm.) 
was heated gently with 300 gm. of a mixt-ure ot thr~e 
volumes concentrated sulpnur1e acid and two volumes 
water until bubbles of steam were evol'ted,. when the 1 
heating was stopped. The reaction then proceeded 
v1gor.ousl7, steam and unchanged ben zyl CJ'&nide being 1 
evolved and trapped b7 leadtng into water. The cold 
product s eparated into two layers, the lower being 
concentrated sulphuric acid. Addition ot water 
precipitated tbel phen'Jlaeet1.c acid \filich was filteredj 
at the pump. On crystallisation from hot water, • I 
.. 
quantitative yield or acid, m.p. 74•5°, was obtained. 
(Bouben, Kesselkaul, Ber., 35, 2523·, quote m.p. '15°)1. 
(b} ~Teparation of Phenylacetyl chlo·:r1de. 
Twelve grams of t he ao1d were heated with 
excess of thionyl chloride f ar four hours at 120° en 
an oil-bath. After removal of the th1onyl chloride~ . 
unden reduced pressure, the residual liquid was 
distil led, g1v.1ng a colourless liquid* b.p. 94°/10 mm. 
(Rupe, Ann., ;569, 330• quotes 101°/16 mm.) 
Yield, 8 gm. 
40 . 
(c) Prepar ation of l -~-octyl phenyl~cetate. 
Phenylacetyl Chloride (8 gm.) was added 
to l - 13 -octyl alcohol (8 gm. ) in pyridin e (20 gm.) 
and t h e mixture heated for tour hours at 120°. The 
liquid was extracted w1 th ether, the e~ctract washed 
v~th water and alkali, and dried over calcium 
chloride. The e ther was distilled, excess of octyl 
alcohol removed under diminiShed pressure, and the 
liquid boiling at 173 - 175°/12 mm. collected. The 
ester was obtained as a yellow 11qu1d which still 
retained its colour on ~1rther fractionation, 
Yield of purified ester, 6 gm. 




The t able of observed and molecular 
rotations i s given on the following page . N o 
readings could be obta ined fer 'A. 63 8 8 w1 tb t he 
homogeneous e ater, O\T.ln g to absorption. 
Observed Rotations . 
Solvent c J, (mm. ) to cta7ea «aaoa Cls•e1 a., Gsa 
Homogeneous {D:
0 
= 0 •9578) 50 20 • 13 •07 -16•73 - 20•16 
Benzene 4 •900 100 20 ·• 0 •39 -o•49 -o·a1 - 1 · 37 
Ethyl 
alcohol 5 •168 100 20 -o ·sa - 1 · 27 -1 ·49 - 2 · 36 
~ 
f-1 . 
Molecular Rot ations 
Sol vent [MJ::oa 80 [ M] e e aa [14] ::81 [MJ:: aa 
-
Homogeneous - 33 •9 -43 •4 - 52 •3 -
Benzene - 2o ·o - 25 •0 - 31•0 - 70 
Ethyl 
alcohol -42•0 - 61 •0 - 72•0 - 113 
42 . 
d-~-oetyl Diphenylacet ate . 
(a) Preparati on of DiEhenll-acetic ac~. 
Fi f ty grams of benz1lie acid (m. p. 150°), 
12 - 13 gm. dry red phosphorus, 12 - 13 gm. of 
hydriodic acid (eo-n st an t boiling, 125 ... 130 °), and 
200 gm. gl aci al ace tic acid were heated together on 
a water-bath for an hour. The mixtUl" e was .filtered 
hot into a large beaker containing water, When the 
ae!d was precipitated as a yellowish-gray substance. 
This was filtered off, dis sol ved in hot glacial 
acetic acid, and the solution filtered hot into cold 
water, ·v4len the ae1.d separated 1n colourless crystals!, 
m.p. 144°. 'I'his product contai ned no benz111c aeid, l 
since addition of concentrated sulphuric acid gave 
no violet coloration. Recrystallisation frc.m hot 
ethyl alcohol gave fine colourless needles, m.p. 146°. 
(Symons, Zineke , Ann., 171, 126, quote 145 • 146•). -
Yield, 33 gm. 
(b) Preparation of Diphenyl-acetyl Bhloride . 
Well.,.dried. d1.phenyl-acet1c ae:ld ( 16 gm., ) 
and thionyl chloride (24 gm.) were heated together 
on the oil-bath until t he evolution ot hydroehl-or1 c 
acid gas h ad ceased (2 hours). After removing the 
43 . 
the excess of thiony1 chloride under d iminished 
presoure a pinkish- brown crystalline mass remained. 
(o) Preparati on or d· p-Octyl diphenylacetate. 
The above mass was dissolved 1n pyridine 
(20 gm.) and d-j3 -octyl alcohol (12 gm. ) added, when 
copious f umes of' hydl'oehloric acid were evolved and 
pyridine hydrochloride was throwu out of solution. 
The r eaction was completed by heating f or four hours 
at 110 ... 120° , and tba mixture cooled and oxtract5ed 
w1 th ether. The e thereal layer , after drying and 
purif7ing 1n t he usual nuuu,er , was distilled, 
finally under reduced pressure. Tho es t er was 
obtained as a colourless 11qu1d boiling at 221 °/17 mm. 





B = s•ao%, 
H = 8•69%, 
= o · 99'14w 
c = 81•43~ 
The t abl e or observed and molecular 
rotations is given on t h e following page . 
Observed Rotations • 
Solvent c .l(mm.) to (10706 aaa 95 a~•e l. a • .,~a 
Homogeneous (D!5 . 6 = 0 ·9974 ) 100 15 •5 +16 •.3 +21 •68 +26•05 +45•48 
Benzono 5 •910 100 20 +0 •53 + o · 72 + o·aTt .. , 1•55 
Ethyl 





Solvent [MJcnoa [MJseoa [M]c4e1 [raJ 4.a&a 
Homogeneoua +53 •0 +'70• 5 ... 84•7 +147 •8 
Benzene +29 •0 +39• 5 +~a ·o + as·o 
Et hyl 
alcohol +78•0 +99 •0 +119•0 +220 •0 
, 
45 . 
d-~-Octyl Triphenyl Acetate. 
(a) Preparatio~ or T~12henyl-aeet~c ac~. 
Well-~ied tP1phenyl-methyl chloride (53 gm.) 
was mixed w1 t h magnesium t urnings (5 gm.) \'Which had 
been thoroughly washed with ether to remove gr ease, 
and then d:r1ed for 3 - 4 hours at 100 ° . The 
mixture was placed 1n a 500 c . e. flask, fitted with a 
cork bearing a mercury seal and st,irrer, a reflux 
condenser , a small glass tube for addition of ethe~, 
and a vdde glass tube bent at r.i ght anglss through 
Which eaPbon dioxide was passed into the mixture . 
A r api d stream of' dry carbon dioxide was passed into 
the flask , and when all t he air had been displaced 
300 c . c . of dry ether were added. The m:L"'tt 1re was 
well stirred e.nd the flask warmed gently on the waterr 
bath, when the triphenyl-methyl chloride went into 
solution. The experimental details given by 
8cbm1d.l1n and Hodgson (Ber., ~~ 634) wer e found t o 
be incomplete , and great t r ouble was encounter ed in 
t he formation of triph enyl-methyl magnes i um ch lo:t:>ide. 
This difficu~ty was overcome after a number of exper1~ 
menta and the above conditions arrived at. Simil ar 
conditione h ave s i nco been worked out by Gilman a nd 
Zoelnner (J. Amer. Chern. Soc., 1929, 51, 3493). -
rl'he stream of C02 was stopped when the 
46 . 
flask was filled with a lemon-yellow precipitate 
which occurred after about tour hours. '.mle con ten tal 
of the flask were then allowed to cool, ani decomposed 
by pou:ning into • large quantity of water with 
vigorous stirring. Excess of magnesium was 
decomposed by addition of hydrochloric acid1 and the 
yellow solid •as filtered off and wa.aned thoroughly 
w1th water. The crude triphenyl-aoetic acid was 
powdered 1n a mortar and boiled with the requisite 
amount ~f sodittm hydroxide (600 c. c. of 10% NaOH 
a.nd 300 c,c. water) whereb7 the greater pal"t of the 
substance went tnto solution. Col4 water (900 c.c.) 
was now added and the cold solution filtered from 
the insoluble matter, consisting of tr1phen11 methane 
and insoluble magnesium compound. To the clear 
solution of the sodium salt a slight excess of con-
centrated hydroChloric acid was added, When a white 
flocculent precipitate of somewhat colloidal nature 
was obtained. This was converted into a eryst.alline 
powder by boiling the solution tor some time. The 
powder was filtered ott and recrystallised from glacial 
acetic acid. when it was obtained in the form of 
glistening needles, m •. p. 263° (Schmidlin qUGtea 
Yield, 27 gm. 
(b) Prep~ation ot 'rriih;EilYl•aoet;,yl ehloride. 
Triphenyl-acetio acid (20 gm.), after being 
4 7 . 
dried thoroughly by heating tor some time at 100° 
1n an atr-oven, was boiled gentlw- fbr twent¥ minutes 
with the equivalent by weight (15 gm, ) of phosphorus 
pentaehlor1de and tiv-e parts b7 weight (50 gm.) ot 
phoaphol'US ox.7ch!oride. After cooling, the mixtut'e 
wa• poured on to crUShed toe. The Wh1 te oil which 
separated became solid on vigorous stirring. This 
was washgd · thoroughly with water to Yemove phosphorus 
compounds, a.J-ied on porous plate, and finally by 
standing over sal pnur1e acid 1n a vacuum dessicator. 
Yield, 20 sm~J m.p. 126 • 127°. 
(B1strzyck1 and Landtw1ng, Ber., 41, 687, quote -
(c) PreE&r!tion or_ d•a-ootzl l£i~enzlacetate. 
Potassium oatyloXlde was prepared as b&torJ~ 
18 gm. d•{3•octyl alcohol and 2•6 gm. potassium being 
used. The cold potassium octylOJdde solution 1n 
I toluene was treated w1 th triphen,-laoetyl ehlor1de 
(20 gm.). .A great evolution ot heat occurred and 
the Chloride passed into solution followed immediatel~ 
by a bulkJ precipitation of potassium ehlorida. The 
reaction was completed by heating for halt an hour at 
120° on an o11-bathJ the mixture cooled and ether 
added. The ethereal layer was washed 1n the usual 
way and dried over calcium chloride . After d1st1111Pg 
off ether and toluene, the excess of octyl alcohol 
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was removed under d1m1n1shed pressure.. The 
remaining liquid was distilled, giving a pale yellow 
vi scoua liquid, b.p. soa•;o•o3 mm. Yield., 14 gm. 
The rotation 1n benzene was unchanged on further 
fractionation. 
Analysis, 
Found: H = a·oo%, c = S3•ao% 
C88H•a0a requires H = 8•06$, o = 93 •92% 
R,otatorr Power. 
The table ~ observed and molecular 
rotations is g1•en c:m. the following page, It was 
found impossible to obtain readings with the homo-
beneous 11qu1d1 ' owing to a slight persistent 
cloudiness, 
Observed Rotations. 
Solvent c l(nnn.) to «e.,oe «eae" (1154;81 (16358 
Alcohol 5 •576 200 20 +0 •77 +0•92 +1•14 +1•78 
Chloroform · 5 •234 200 20 +0 •60 +0•76 +0 •92 +1 •46 
Acetone 5•030 200 20 +0•54 +0•71 +0•87 +1•40 
Benzene 5 *371 200 20 +O ·o~ -o·o2 -o·os - o·1s 
Carbon 
disulphide 5 •460 200 20 - 0·66 -o·92 -1 ·19 - 2·58 
~ 
Molecular Rotat ions, :0 . 
Solvent [1(\e.,oa [)1]15893 [14]6681 [MJ~3&8 
Alcohol +28 ... 33 +41 +64 
Chloroform +23 +29 +35 +56 
Acetone +21 +28 +35 +56 
Benzene + 1 •3 - o•s - 2 - 6 
Carbon 
d1su1tph1de - 24 - 34 -44 - 94 
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D I S C U S S I 0 N. 
"The presence or unsaturation leads to an 
irregularity in the rotatory effect and not 
necessarily to an increased rotation.n This state-
ment from Frankland's Presidential Address (J.c.s., 
1912, 101, 654) is so worded in order to take account -
of the abnormally low rotatory power obtained ror 
certain unsaturated compounds, particularly phenyl 
der ivatives in Which there are unsaturated groupings 
in close proximity to the asymmetric complex. The 
presence of these phenyl groups had been expected to 
increase the rotation, as was to be anticipated from 
the cyclic and conjugated unsaturated nature of the 
benzene nucleus. On the contrary, in the menthyl 
ester of ~-phenyl-cinnamic acid, [M]D = -137°, where 
there is a heavy accumulation of unsaturated groups , 
we encounter an unusually small rotation tor a menth ~ 
ester or this type. This low rotation produced by 
the accumulation of unsaturated groups i s also 
observed 1n an even more pronounced degree 1n the 
menthyl ester of triphenyl acetic acid. When we 
successively substitute phenyl groups for the methyl 
hydrogen atoms 1n the parent acetic ester, the first 
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effect is to increase the rotatory power. But 1n 
the triphenyl acetate the depressing effect of the 
three unsaturated nuclei is so powerful that t here is 
actually a reversal in the sign of the rotation 1n 
some solvents. (Rupe, loc. cit.). 
Since the influence of electronegative 
groups in the acetic acid molecule has been found to 
increase the rotatory power of i-menthyl and sec-~­
octyl esters (Rule and Smith, loc. cit.) it would be 
expected that the optical changes 1n the phenyl sub-
stituted esters would go hand in hand w1 th correspond 
ing changes 1n the strengths of the acids. On 
general considerations. the effect of replacing a 
methyl hydrogen atom by a phenyl group in acetic acid 
would be supposed to increase the strength of the 
acid. This is actually the case with phenyl acetic 
- s 
acid (k = 5•3 x 10 ), WhiCh is a much stronger acid 
-6 
than acetic acid (k = 1•86 x 10 ). Hence we would 
expect the dissociation constant to be largely 
increased by the introduction of two phenyl groups, 
whilst the presence of three such radicals would stil~ 
further enhance t he value. On reference to the 
literature we find that although no quantitative 
measurements are recorded, the tr1subst1tuted aeid is 
definitely described as being a very weak aeid by 





Schmidlin and Hodgson ( Ber. , 41, 441) a1 so comment -
1upon the weakly ao~dic properties, their conclusions 
being borne out by the fact that the salts are easily 
!decomposed by h~olytio dissociation. the solution 
of the sodium salt being strongly alkaline. Further 
the latter investigators found it impossible to 
prepare a solution of the sodium s&lt of sufficient 
concentrations to separate triphenyl methyl by 
electrolysis, since the principal condition • a 
sufficiently high ooncent~atian - only leads 1n the 
case or triphenyl acetic acid to a decomposition of 
water. 
The resu1t of introducing Phenyl groups intc> 
the molecule of ~ -menthyl acetate is shown in the 
following table of specific and molecular rotations. 
TABLE I. (Rupe). 
Compound [a]D [M]D 
CHa·OH8 ·cooc1 .H1 e •72•19 -156•9 
CaH5 •OH8 ·cooc1 ,H19 -67 •57 -185•1 
(C8Ra )8 0H•cooc1 eH18 -66•70 -226•9 
(CaHs>ao·oooc11H1 e - 3•44 - 14•6 
Before discussing the results described in 
the experimental section of this thesis, the molecular 
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rotations and dispersion ratios observed for the 
differ ent compounds may be summarised. Although t he 
va l ues for the mercury gr een line, A 5~01 , can be 
more accurately dete~uined t han those for the D line, 
i t i s necessary t o make use of the l atter, sinee t he 
correspondi ng values ~or t he men~yl derivatives are 
t he only ones r ecorded 1n t he 1.1t erature. 
The octyl ester of gnenyl acetic aeid 
quot ed in table II was actually obtained from l ~l}-oct;yl 
alcohol, but i n order to avoid confusion t h is is 
recorded here vnth change of sign as the d-ester. 
TABLE II. 
Molecular Rotato~Powers, [ M]n ! of dd2·0ctyl 
Esters of. s · s'tltuted Acet c Aol , 
R •'COOR, at appro.X. 2o 0 • 
R C0H5 •CH8 • (C0 H6 )pi' (CoHo )tJC • 
Hon1ogeneous +43•4 +70•5 ,.. 
Benzene +25"0 +4o·o -o·a 
Al cohol +61•0 +99•0 +33 
Ohlorofonn. • - +29 
Acetone • ~ +28 
CS8 - - -34 
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TABLE III. 
Molecular Rotatory Powers , [I(] ~· 
6 
of the Optically 
Active L- {3-0ctyl Ethers , 8 t!J_., o•R, 
I@ 
<D 
R Homogeneous Benzene Al cohol 
0 8H6 •OH8 • - ao•1 - 59 - 54 
( 0 8 Has )aCH' · 117•'7 - 103 -91 
(C8 H, ~C • + 59•6 + 47 +72 
TABLE IV. 
Molecular Rotat orz Powers, [M]n , of the Optically 
Active t - Menthyl Et hers, 01 0~1 ~~· 
Ethyl i 
R Homogeneous Benzene Acetone Ace t ate I 
0 6 H5 'CH8 • ·232 •7 - - -
( CeRe } 8 CH • - • 627 ·•545 - 562 
(C0H5 )"c• - 473 - 454 - 434 
Tschugaeff, Chem. Zentr. , 1902, [2], 1238. 
For comparison, the values obtained for d-bornyl 
triphenyl methyl ether are given (t he co~pound being 
prepared from borneol having [aJn c +30 •5° 1n 




Molecular Rotatory Powers, M D , of Tr1phenylmetp.yl 
d·Bornyl Ether , ' Ca~laC·Ocl .~7· 
Solvent Benzene Acetone Ethyl Acetate. 
190 159 165 
The values Qf the d1spers1·on ratio a 6 .,es/«aaee are 
given for all the above compounds in the following 
tables. It was found advisabl e t o use this ratio 
instead of the more usual ct6~5afct880a , since the 
value «•~ua could not bo employGd throughout. 
TABLE VI./ 
5 '7 . 
TABLE VI . 
Values of a 8681:/«eaoa for d-f3•0ctyl Phenylacetates. 
Solvent Homogeneous Benzene Al cohol 
C8 H6 ·OH2 •COOCel11 ., 1•20 1•24 1•17 
(C8H6 ) 2 CH•COOC8H1 ., 1 •20 1"20 1•20 
(C8Hs )Gc ·coocsa17 - 3 •35 1"25 
TABLE VII. 
Va1ue3 of aa•e1/<te aea for l - {3•0ety1 Ethers . -. 
Solvent Homogeneous Benzene Alcoho1 
C8H6 •CH8 •0C8H1 ., 1•19 1•16 1•18 
(C6H6 ) 8 CH •OCaH17 1•18 1•19 1·1~ 
(C8H1s) 13C ·oC.eH1 ., 1•20 1 •20 1 •27 
I 
TABLE VIII. 
V&.lues of « s •e1/«a esa ~or l-Menthzl Ethers .and 
I d-Bornzl Ether .• 
Solvent Benzene Acetone Et hyl Acetate 
(C8Hs )8 CH •OC10H1 e 1•19 1•19 1"19 
(C8Hs ).,c·oC10H,.s 1•16 1 •18 1•20 




When the r eciprocal of the rotation is 
plotted against the square or the wave~length it is 
found that deviations f'rom t he l~.nem~ nre very small 
for t he raaj u1•1 t y of t he compounds, a s may be seen 
from the accompanying graphs • The dispersion ratios 
a5681/a 68~0 var y from 1•15 to 1•21, except for 
tripbenyl octyl acetate in benzene , for whion the 
value is 3"35. In the ma jority of cases the dis-
persion observed · may be dea ·oribed as normal and s i mpl • 
I n some eases complex dispersion i s exhibited, 
particularly for t he d• bornyl e ther in acetone and 
ethyl acetate solutions . Wi th t r1phenyl octyl 
acetate i n benzene solution, however 1 the rotatory 
dispersion is distinctly anomalous, as was also found! 
to be t he ease b:y Rupe tor th~ corresponding ~ • menth:yj 
derivative. This abnormality i s not unexpected, as 
the rotation i s not far removed f r om zero 1n both 
these compounds, the specific r otations .fnll 1ng 
between the l~ts 0 and !3•5 . Pickard and Kenyon 
(J.c~s •. 1914, 105, sao) have commented upon t he -
phenomenon of' anomalous rot atory dispersion as 
occurring near these limits 1n esters of secondary 
alcohols. 
tql1, 
According to Tschugaeff, (Ber. '" 45, 2759) 
who investigated the rotation dispersion of the 
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triphenyl menthyl acetate, this abno~nal behaviow 
. 
is conneotod with a selective abso~ption in t ha 
ultra-violet spect~al region. Rupe (Ann., 395, 129~ 
·1 has shown ·t;his to be depeudan t on the great amom1t o~ 
unsattu~ated residue present 1n the molecule, because 
as was first established by Hartley ("Cotton 
Phenomenon", Ann. Chim. phys., 1896, [7] , 9.• 54'1) , 
the direct condensation ot three phenyl r esidues wit 
a methane residue, 1n the formation or the group 
{CeH&)3 C- , causes a displacement of absorption 
bands ( 1n comparison w1 th the single benzene 
derivatives) to the limit ot the vis i ble spectrum. 
With the l -bornyl and. fenchyl esters of triphenyl 
acetic acid, however, t his irregularity is not 
observed, tor here ~1e d1spers1on has been shown to 
be normal. 





Et•OH Acetone Homogeneous Acetate CHC16 CSa CeHe 
(C8H5 )~C·COOC8H1? -33 -28 .. ·- - 29 +34 +0•6 
(C8Hs laC •OCaH1? +72 - +59•6 - - - +47 
~ {CeH6>ac ·cooC10H1e - -7 - - - 19 +56 -
Dielectric Constanta 26 •8 17•0 5-9@ 6 5•2 2•6 2•3 
~ Tschugaeff (Ber . , 45, 2759) ...... 
@ Although quantitative determinations of the dielectric constants of the esters am 
ether have not been carried out, these probably fall between t he limits, 
5 - 9, by analogy with similar types of compounds , e.g., anisole (s•o), 
and ethyl acetate (6•0) . 
Toluene 
-




The marked influence of the triphenyl 
group on the rotatory powers of the octyl and menthyl 
esters and ethers investigated led to an examination 
of these compounds in various solvents, Although 
no definite rule is followed out, we see from a study 
of the foregoing t able that the non-polar solvents, 
i.e., those of l ow di electric constant, exert the 
greatest influence; the powerful depressing effect of 
t~e triphenyl group being clearly obser ved 1n 
benzene solution~ whilst an actual reversal of the 
sign is exhibited in carbon disulph1de. .I n the 
triphenyl oetyl ester and ether the magnitude of t he 
effect caused by t he solvents is approximately 1n I 
the order of their dielectric constants. In l -menthl 1 
triphenyl acetate this agreement also holds 
approximately, 
These results bear out the observations 
of Rule, Spence and Bretsaher (loc. cit.) on the 
space effect of :per1-subst1tuents on the l"otatory 
power of ~-menthyl 1-naphthoate. 
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Influence of Substitution. 
The results will be discussed with s pecial 
r ef erence to the general polar influenc$ of the 
substituents as r evealed 1n their effect upon t he 
dis sociation constant of an organic acid, and also 
from the point of view of the influence propagated 
directly through space. 
{lcidic Strey.gth •. 
It was ftrst attempted to deduce t he polar 
eff'ect of successively replacing the hydrogen a tolll$ 
of' the methyl group by phenyl radicals in esters and 
ethers of' t he type R•o•COCHa and R•OCHa from data 
referring to reaction velocity and acidity. 
Triphenylmethyl ch loride dissolves 1n strongly 
dis sociating solvents to give a yellow solution Which 
conducts eleet~1e1ty well, giving values approximat~ 
to t hose of' t he quaternary annnonium salts . In this 
connection Str,us . and Hussy (Ber •• 1909• 42, 2108) -
found that the successive r eplacement of a phenyl 
group of' triphenylmet hyl chloride by hydrogen 
diminishes t he r eactivity of' tho halogen to a very 
gr eat extent. Si nce the degree of ionisation of' 
halogen depends on the ease of t ransference of an 
electron f r om t he adjoining carbon to t he chlorine 
atom, it might t her ef·ore be as sumed that t he 
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introduct i on of phenyl groupe leads to a shif't 
towards t he chlorine atom, thus facilitating the 
process ~ 
(CeH5 ) 8 CH •c_l 
- -- --- - - - - - -- .-:.lt-
Direction of Electron Shift assisting ionisation. 
The phenyl group, not onl y because of its 
size and weight, but also because ot its unsaturated 
charact er, has a large effect in loosening neighbouri 
ing bonds. Three phenyl groups attached to a single I 
carbon atom give the very extraordU1ary radical 
wh1eh is capable of free existence and 
is never found firmly ~mdted to any other radical. 
Since t he halogen atom of tripheny1methyl chloride 
possessea the power of att aching inorganic halides 
and other compounds to form highly coloured complexes 
(J. pr. Chem., 1921, [2], 103, l) such as 
(C8 H6 ) 3 0•Cl, AlOl~, t his led Werner (Ber., 1906, ~~ 
1278) to the asswnpt·ion t hat the three phenyl groups 
make such a d emand on the affinit-y of the lllet hane 
carbon atom that only a small surplus is lett at the 
disposal of t he fourth valency bond, Extending 
these views to triphenyl acetic acid, it will be seenl 
that the carboxyl group i s onl y loosely held by the 
triphenyl group, and a ccording to t he conclusion of 
I Fli.lrsche1m (loc. cit.) this leads to a stronger 
linking between the carbon and oxygen and to a 
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weakening of the bond between the oxygen and the 
hydrogen, ·which should result 1n triphenyl acetic 
acid being a strong acid: c 0 H. 
As has already been pointed out; on apply-
ing the modern idea of electron Shifts in its 
simplest form, trisubatituted acid would be expected 
to have a very low d1ssociation const.ant, oince 1on1, a-
tion dependo on the ease with which an electron can 
be transferred from tne carboxylic hydrogen to the I 
adjacent oxygen, a movement 1n the opposite directiol 
to that required tor the ionisation of chlor~e 1n 
triphenylmethyl chloride 
( C8H6 ) 0 0- 000 ---·- ··R 
Direction of sh.itt oppooing ionisation-
This conclusion is apparently in agreement with the 
facts of experiment, for althougn no quantitative 
data for the dissociation constant of triphenyl 
acetic acid are available, it is recorded (loc. cit.) 
as 'being an exceedingly week acid. Now from a stud 
ot t he ~-menthyl and sec-(3 •ootyl esters of mono-
oubst1tuted acetic acids already discussed in the 
introduction or thl.s t hesis, it will be seen that th 
presence of a grouping wn1Ch eausen n shift of the 
electrons a~ay from t he asynu~tric complex results 
in an increase in the rotatory power. A similar 
effect is observed in t he following ! •menthyl ethers. 
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TABLE X. 
(Beilstein' s Lexicon, Vol. VI, PP• 31 - 33). 
t-Menthzl Ethers, C10~8o•mr2•x 1n the homogeneous 
' · ' state. 
X H CHe 
[ r.~Jn -163 179 183 193 233 234 353 
k for X•CH2 •COOH 1•8 1•4 1•5 2•1 5•3 45•1 155 X 10
8 
The electron shift is t owards the electronegat ive atom chlorine 
and thus away from t he asymmetric complex, resulting in the chloro• 
methyl menthyl ether having the greatest rotation and the correspond-
ing acid having the largest dissociation constant. On this view, 
therefore, we would expect the negative rotation of the ethers and 
esters of 1-menthol and l-octyl alcohol to be lo\TE!red by the presence 
of the triphenylmet hyl gx-oup in t he molecule. As will be seen 
from table II, 1n t he &ec-~ -octyl esters of the s11bstituted acetic 
acids the presence of the triphenylmethyl group causes a big 
depression when t he r otatory power is measured in t he solvents 
a lcohol and acetone, whilst i n benzene or carbon disulphide solution 
the influence of t h i s group is s o mar ked t hat t here is a strong 
reversal of t he s i gn of the rota tion, part icularly 1n t he latter 
solvent. This change of s i gn due to the triphenyl group is very 
pronounced i n t he triphenylmethyl ~-octyl e t her, 1n which t he 
rotation is r eversed 1n all solvents. 
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It has been suggested by Forster and 
Thornley (J.c.s. , 1909, 9~, 948) that accumulation o 
1denb1bal radicals upon a carbon atom near the 
asymmetric centre prod.uc,es a k1nd of symmetry wh ich 
results in a diminution of rotatory power. In 
support of this idea, Hilditch (Zeit. physikal. Cham., 
1911, 77, 486) quotes t he following figures f or 
• • compounds 1n Which the presence of two identical 
groups linked to one and t he same atom reduces the 




Phenylbenzylidene Oampnor R:C(C8H6 ) 8 
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observed 1n the above examples ove.r that recoA?ded .fo~ the 
corresponding less spametri oal compounds, ·~his is 






derivatives. For eXJIDlplej Rupe and Ahner (Trans. 
Farad. Soe., 1914, 10, 46) studied t he substituted -
acetic esters and found that although the specific 
rotatory power diminiahes slightly from the dimethyl 
to trimethy1 acetic ester, the synnnetry of the 
trimethyl acetic acid hae no marked influence on the 
rotatory power of the asymmetPic system • 
TABLE XII. 
Menthyl ester [ex] D [x]D 
Dissociation 
Constant k 
CHa•CH8 •000H 75•51 160•2 1•4 X lO ~a 
(CH0 ) 8 CH•COOH 72•05 163•5 1•5 X 10-& 
(CH3 ) 3 C•COOH 6'7 •30 161•5 o•98 x 10-a 
Similar changes are obserV'ed in the 
rotatory powers of the n-, iso- end tert-butyl esters 
of mandelic acid investigated by Wood, Chrisman and 
Nicholas (J.c.s., 1928, 2180). 
TABLE XIII. 
Butyl esters 
C8H6 ·CHoH·coo •cH8 •CH8 •0H8 •CH0 






All these results are in agreement with t he general 
polar ef.feot rather than with t he symmetry hypothesis 
of HilditCh, since s~lar alternations ~e observed 
in the influence of the above butyl groups upon t he 
dissociation constants of the corresponding valerie 
acids: 
Valerie acids. 
OH., ·CH8 •<m8 ·OHa •oooH 
(CHa)8 CH·OHa·COOH 
(GH~ ) 30•000H 
k 
- 8 
1•60 X 10 
-8 
1•'73 X 10 
- 8 
o·9a x 10 
In addition, this view of Hilditch is not supported 
by the results of the present investigation, for the 
symmetrical triphenyl octyl e t her has not merely a 
lower rotatory power of the same sign but exhibits a 
reversed molecular rotation of considerable magnitude·. 
Also t he rotatory power of t he triphenylmethyl 
L-menthyl ether, although greatly d~ as compared 
with that of the diphenyl compound, is still much 
greater than that of t he monophenyl derivative . 
With reference to t he compounds i n table XI, we see. 
that t he introduct i on of a second phenyl group r esults 
in a lowering of the rot at ion, wher eas the reverse of 
this is found in the series of esters and ethers 
examined during the pre.sent investigation. The 
influence of t he (C8H5 ) 3 C- group, therefore, is not 
merely to lower but defini t ely t ends to reverse the 
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sign of the rotation, a change which cannot be 
explained on the symmetry hypothesis. 
After completing the work on the rotatory 
powers of these esters and ethers , it was thought 
advisable to obtain some quantitative exper~ental 
evidence bearing on the strength of triphenyl acetic 
acid. The molecular conductivity of tbe mono-, di-
and tri- phenyl acetic acids was measured at d.ifferent 
dilutions 1n 60% alcohol solution, on account of the 
very low solubility of the acids 1n water. Althougli. 
the presence of the alcohol affects the ionisation 
of the acid, a comparison of the results which were 
obtained under similar cond.1t1ona, shows t he tri-
substituted acid to be stronger than the mono or 
diphenyl derivative. 'l'he acoompan,-ing graph shows 
the order of magn1 tme of the acid strength to be 
triphenyl. > diphenyl > phenyl 
The same order was found by employing a colorometrio 
method of estimation. 
The conclusions of El ba and 'l'olle 1 and of 
Sobmidlin and Hodgson (loc. cit.} are , therefore, 
i ncorrect, and t he normal e lectron-attracti ng 
i nfluence of t he phenyl group must be assumed to 
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operate in the tri- as well as 1n the mono- and di-
substituted acetie acids. An alternative view Which 
explains. the behaviour of triphenyL'Tlethyl chloride 
as well as that of tr1phenylacet1e acid is that the 
accumulation or bulky phenyl radicals around the 
methane c-atom tends to hinder the recombination ot 
the ions in each case. A suggestion of this kind 
was put forward by Fl-iira eheim 1n a similar case. 
It is therefore necessary to see whether 
some other explanation can be found for the low 
rotatory power of the triphenyl derivatives . 
t 
The abnormal effect produced by substituents 
on the rotatory power 1n the o-substituted benzoic 
esters has been attributed to the general polar effect 
of the group as transmitted through t he chain b&ll'lg 
more than counterbalanced by t he apace effect of the 
phenyl group due to its proximity to the l.o.nwnth¥1 
radical. This view is supported by numerous facts, 
particul~ly by the influence exe~ted by substituent& 
1n the peri•pos1t1on tnt-menthyl l•naphthoate (Rule, 
Spence ~d Bretscher, J.o.s,, 1929, 2516). The 
effect produeed by a chlorine atom in the ortho 
position 1n the l-menthyl ~d 1ec-~-octyl benzoates 
or in the peri-naphthoates 1s the reverse of its 
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effect in t he mono-subs titu ted aceti c caters or 1n 
t he p- substitut ed benzoi c es tora . ·Tho chlo~L"'lo atom 
lowers t ho molecular rotatory power 1n tho ortho and 
peri compounds, wh.i~s t 1n tho aceti c eater s it leads 
t o an i ncrease in t he r otation. 
Similarly, the introducti on of a phenyl 
group into the ortho-pos1t1on 1n menthyl benzoate 
r esults 1n a f all in the rota tory power, 
[!.I]D-= - 201° (in benzene} 
instead of the more ~ual increase produced When a 
hydrogen atom is replaced by a phenyl groupJ thus 
CH3 •COOC1 oHl. o 
[M]D = -146 •2° 
CH6 •COOC8H3. 7 
[M]D = -11•8° 
C0II5 ·Cn2 ·cooc1 oH1 0 
[r!Jn = -1ss• 
CeHe·OH.·coocea1 ., 
[ M] D = •43•4° 
( 
A s imil ar deerea~e has als o boen reco~ded at one 
/ 
pal~ticular poin~ in the ser ies of aliphatic est ers 
studied by Rupe (loc . cit .) , viz. , in l - menthyl ~phenyl-
valerate . In t h i s compound v1e nw..y suppooe that t he · 
/ 
chain hao r eturned upon i tself and t hc t in consequence 
the phenyl gr oup approaches t he carboxyl g~oup · in ; -
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space , evi dence of 'vhi ch should 'be displ ayed i n t he 
molecular rotation of the ment hyl ester. The spaoe 
effect; of t he phenyl group her·e actuall y pr oduces a 
remarkable lov1er:lng of the rot~tion, [M]D ::: -107°, 
a s compared with tho nverage f~tty e stot>., [ !li]n = -157~, 
and [M]D = -185° for thea phenyl substituted acetic 
es ter above . 
A study of tabl~s I t o IV shows t hat 9~ong 
phenyl .substituted i - menthyl and seo·- {3-octyl ether s 
and est e:r's of t he type under examination, the 1ntro-
a 
duct1on olY s eeond phenyl group 1nto the molecule 
' 
r esults 1n evel .. Y case in a riee in the mol.e.ou la.r 
rotation. This increase 1n r otation follows the 
normal course o£ evonts, 1n that t he el ectronegative 
phenyl group bahaves 1n the same manner e.s other 
elect;:ronegative substituents, suah as Cl, NO.a 7 COOH , 
OMe , e tc. It is only when a third phenyl group 
i s introduced into t he molecule ·that any 1:rreguler1 t~ 
takes place, and the~ the dspress tns effect of the 
tr1pnenyl group lowers the rotatory povrer to a value 
1n general far below that of the monophenyl der~vati~e. 
In the t riphenyl compound there is an ae~umula t1on ot 
bulky phenyl groups, ~1h1ch ms:y be a ssumed t o be 
f or ced i nto spatial prox1IA1ty t o the asymmetric 
carbon atom, res~Lting in a bi g decrease in the 
rotation s imilar to that observed with the - phenyl 
vale~ate or with the phenyl group in the ortho 
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position 1n t-mEmthyl benzoate . T'ais effocst is 
grea t est in t he tripheny1 oct~l ether where the 
bulky phenyl grou.ps ar e only separat ed trom the 
asymmetric eo1nplex by an oxygen at om. In t his case 
we have a very mnrked reversal of the si gn of the 
rota tion in all solvents . 
· In the corresponding {-menthyl dee1vat1ves, 
I ho\ve'lfer, v1e do not observe this powerful. depressing 
ef'f'eet of the three phenyl g1>oups t o the same e::;:tent. 
t or alth ough thero is o. considera.blo deerease in the . 
rotation as compared with t he diphenyl ether th~ 
'9'alue i .s still mueh gx-eat er than that observed for 
t he monophenyl derivative . I t is possible that the 
close packing ot t he phenyl groups i n space affects 
unequally t he pnrtinl rotations of the three asymmetr.1c 
carbon atoms of the menthyl r esidue, and hence a 
secondary 1rregu1ar1ty may r esult. 
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SUMMARY. 
The investigation of a number of optically 
active menthyl and octyl esters and ethers of mono-, 
di- and tri-phenyl substituted derivatives has shown 
that whilst there is a progressive change as we pass 
from the phenyl to the diphenyl derivatives the 
direction of change is reversed When a third phenyl 
group is introduced. This 1rregularit7 can be best 
explained as a space effect, since a stmilar fall 1n 
rotation is observed with the l - menth7l ester of 
o-phenyl valerie acid and with the introduction of 
a phenyl group into the ortho position in l -menthyl 
benzoate. 
The statements in the literature to the 
effect that triphenyl-acetie acid is a very weak acid 
are shown to be incorrect. 
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